
AN INFORMATIVE PAPER ON THE PROCESS OF A CAPITAL TRIAL FROM

ARREST TO EXECUTION

This paper will fallow the process of a capital trial from arrest to execution. It will discus the aspects of federal and state
law, trial, appeal, and executions.

Zimring, F. This has led to a great deal of debate between pro- and anti- capital punishment supporters. They
fear most death deliberately inflicted by law and scheduled by the courtsâ€¦. I know it must be painful,
dehumanizing, and sickening. Others claim it to be justifiable, with roots in Biblical scripture:
"an-eye-for-an-eye". The death penalty is used as a form of punishment in the eastern hemisphere for many
crimes, such as espionage, terrorism, and first-degree murder. It assures the execution of some innocent
people. An issue often brought up when discussing the legality of capital punishment is wrongful convictions.
The act was highly condemned in the media and many called for abolition of the death penalty. Although the
Court left open the possibility that the Constitution bars the execution of someone who conclusively
demonstrates that he or she is actually innocent, the Court noted that such cases would be very rare. While
those that oppose the death penalty argue about the risk of executing an innocent person or life in prison is a
worst punishment. Looking at both sides of the issue gives insight on why this remains a relevant and will
continue being debated not only civilly, but also in many appeals in our court system today Minutes into the
execution, he raised his head and said, "It don't work, it don't work. That is a tough question to ask. States that
have death penalty laws do not have lower crime rates or murder rates than states without such laws. The
death penalty is racially and economically biased, rarely reversed for the wrongly accused, and the
government should not have that power. One philosophy about the treatment of the unjust is most
controversial in modern time and throughout our history; which is is the ethical decision of a death penalty.
Case number , Buck v. Death Penalty Persuasive Essay This assignment instructed students to write a
persuasive essay which argues for a specific viewpoint or a specific action to be taken on a societal issue.
Influenced by Great Britain in the 17th century, settlers brought over the idea of government sanctioned
murder, and even now, over years later, the majority of the United States is still in favour. There are many
journals that talk about studies that were done on religion and views of the death penalty which have to do
with my topic of interest. It is imperative that we begin to pass legislation making capital punishment legal
throughout the United States so that justice can be served properly. The Supreme Court has not found capital
punishment to be unconstitutional, and therefore this argument for abolition is invalid. Cruel and unusual
punishment being defined as torture or a deliberately degrading punishment, in no way does the death penalty
fall into this category. The New Testament is much more silent on the subject. Over the centuries, many
cultures have used capital punishment because it ensures the safety of society. In addition, these issues have
both moral and religious disputes that add to the heated debates. Advocates of the death penalty say that, while
wrongful convictions are an issue, those few cases do not outweigh the need for lawful execution of felons
who are, without a doubt, guilty. Many people that argue this overestimate how often this happens, it is an
extremely rare occurrence and has not happened since the death penalty was reintroduced in  Several recent
studies of public attitudes about crime and punishment found that a majority of Americans support alternatives
to capital punishment: When people were presented with the facts about several crimes for which death was a
possible punishment, a majority chose life imprisonment without parole as an appropriate alternative to the
death penalty see PA. Buck, an African American male, was convicted for killing his former girlfriend and her
friend, in front of her children. The death penalty has been around for a very long time in the United States,
with the first recorded execution being that Is The Death Penalty Really Necessary? As was stated earlier, the
recipient of the death penalty is treated humanely and is not tortured in any way, shape, or form. When
someone commits a crime it disturbs the order of society; these crimes take away lives, peace, and liberties
from society. Retribution and biasness have contributed too many that have received this sentence, considering
all this, life imprisonment is best for all, realistically, and most effective. The work is troubling but based on
serious inquiry and serious thought. This is interesting to me because I am interested in the field of criminal
justice and the death penalty is a huge topic to this day. The cruel and unusual punishment confines the
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harshness of penalties that state and federal governments may inflict upon ones who have been condemned of
a criminal offense. There is no way of knowing how many have been executed in U. Although the death
penalty is already effective at deterring possible criminals, it would be even more effective if the legal process
were carried out more quickly instead of having inmates on death row for years. Convicted murderers can be
sentenced to life imprisonment, as they are in many countries and states that have abolished the death penalty.
It establishes order in society by putting the fear of death in to would be killers. Cardell American Lit 06 Mar.
Despite showing glaring and overwhelming evidence claiming his innocence, Leonel was sentenced to death
for a crime that he did not commit. The Death Penalty must be abolished in the United States of America
because it is hypocritical, not needed to punish criminals and is costly and inefficient.


